Notification of admission results 2013. 4. 30 on NIIED homepage

Screening by the NIIED 2014. 4. 24 ~ 4. 25 Final screening

Admissions Committee Screening 2014. 4. 03 ~ 4. 08 Office of International Affairs

Screening of Department 2014. 3. 27 ~ 4. 02 Document examination & Submission of application documents 2014. 2. 03 ~ 3. 21 Office of International Affairs

Schedule

Important Notes & Campus Guide

About KNU

History

- 1923: Originally established as Daegu School of Medicine and Daegu Normal School.
- 1931: College of Education, Medicine, Applied Liberal Arts and Sciences.
- 1948: Kyungpook National University was re-established as Kyungpook National University.
- 1952: First Graduate School (Master's degree) was established.
- 2014: KNU comprises of 10 colleges and schools, 14 graduate schools

Location

- KNU is located in the city of Daegu, the third largest city in South Korea with a population of approximately 2.5 million.
- It is situated close to many key locations with easy access to the urban areas.
- Daegu is surrounded by the sea, and is home to many of the country's Fortune 500 companies.

Size & Scope

- 16,000 undergraduate students
- 6,000 graduate students
- 1,902 full-time faculty members
- 4 campuses in Daegu, 1 in Sangju
- 82 buildings and schools

Specialized Departments

- Electronic Engineering: Semiconductor Device & System Design
- Electrical Engineering: Internet of Things
- Mechanical Engineering: Robotics & Automation
- Food Science and Technology: Food Science
- Chemistry: Convergence Chemistry
- Electronics Engineering: Mobile Communication & Networks
- Electronics Engineering: Semiconductor Device & System Design

Address

Bukgu, Daegu 702-701, Korea
Kyungpook National University, Office of International Affairs, 80 Daehak-ro,
UNESCO world heritage sites of Gyengju and Haeinsa temple.

• US$4,000~8,000 graduate tuition (per year)
• Business Administration: AACSB-accredited Education
• Mechanical Engineering: Robotics & Automation
• Food Science and Technology: Food Science
• Chemistry: Convergence Chemistry
• Electronics Engineering: Mobile Communication & Networks
• Electronics Engineering: Semiconductor Device & System Design

History

- 1853: First Korean medical school was established by the French Missionary.
- 1953: First Graduate School (Master’s degree) established.
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Important Notes:
- Screening is based on the applicant's GPA in previous degree program, personal statement, list of study language proficiency(Korean and English) and papers by the relevant department.
- Applicants who have the Korean language certificate of TOPIK or English certificate of TOEFL, IELTS will get advantage.
- Dual recommendation by more than one organization is not acceptable.
- Submitted documents will not be returned to the candidate.
- Incorrupt or incomplete records are subject to rejection by NIIED.
- Even after entry to Korea, in case of submitting corrupt documents illegally, applicants must compare the copy to the original of recommendation institution.
- Applicants must accurately fill out the personal medical assessment based on truth. All successful applicants must take a medical exam in Korea. If the results show that applicant is afflicted to HIV or a WIPV disease, can not be conveyed(KVIS selection).
- No student is allowed to transfer school during the entire period of the program once he/she enters the school.

Required Documents:
- Required documents: One Original of documents and 3 extra copies
- Documents not in English or Korean must be accompanied by a complete and accurate English or Korean translation certified by the issuing institution.

Application Documents
- Motif

Personal data
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □

Study Plan
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □

Letter of Recommendation
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □

Other Dossiers
- □ □
- □ □

Copy of passport
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □

Copy of English language proficiency test的成绩单 (TOEFL, IELTS)
- □ □
- □ □

Copy of academic performance (Transcript)
- □ □
- □ □

Copy of Personal Medical Assessment
- □ □
- □ □

Copy of citizenship document of the recommending institution
- □ □
- □ □

Applicant’s Attendance Certificate
- □ □
- □ □

Applicant’s Certificate of English proficiency (TOEFL, IELTS)
- □ □
- □ □

To the best national university representing Korea. Ranked among the top 3 Korean national universities
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □

Honors of KNU:
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □

Fields of Study
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □

Academic Programs (Graduate)
- □ □
- □ □
- □ □

Korean Language Education
- □ □
- □ □

Scientific Research
- □ □
- □ □

LORES
- □ □
- □ □

Science and Technology
- □ □
- □ □

Humanities
- □ □
- □ □

Social Sciences
- □ □
- □ □

Natural Sciences
- □ □
- □ □

Engineering
- □ □
- □ □

Medical Sciences and Engineering
- □ □
- □ □

Life Sciences
- □ □
- □ □

Agriculture
- □ □
- □ □

Field of Study